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Turn-taking interactions with humans are multimodal and reciprocal in nature. In addition, the tim-
ing of actions is of great importance, as it influences both social and task strategies. To enable
the precise control and analysis of timed discrete events for a robot, we develop a system for mul-
timodal collaboration based on a timed Petri net (TPN) representation. We also argue for action
interruptions in reciprocal interaction and describe its implementation within our system. Using the
system, our autonomously operating humanoid robot Simon collaborates with humans through both
speech and physical action to solve the Towers of Hanoi, during which the human and the robot take
turns manipulating objects in a shared physical workspace. We hypothesize that action interruptions
have a positive impact on turn-taking and evaluate this in the Towers of Hanoi domain through two
experimental methods. One is a between-groups user study with 16 participants. The other is a
simulation experiment using 200 simulated users of varying speed, initiative, compliance, and cor-
rectness. In these experiments, action interruptions are either present or absent in the system. Our
collective results show that action interruptions lead to increased task efficiency through increased
user initiative, improved interaction balance, and higher sense of fluency. In arriving at these re-
sults, we demonstrate how these evaluation methods can be highly complementary in the analysis of
interaction dynamics.
Keywords: Turn-taking, engagement, reciprocity, timing, multimodality, timed Petri net, architec-
ture, simulation, collaboration, human-robot interaction
1. Introduction
Advances in robotics have made it plausible that robots will enter our homes, schools, hospitals,
and workplaces in the near future. As robots become increasingly capable machines, the reality of
their communicative limitations becomes more pressing. If we want robots to engage effectively
with humans on a daily basis in service applications or in collaborative work scenarios, then it
will become increasingly important for them to achieve the type of interaction fluency that comes
naturally between humans.
Timing is a factor of great importance to any domain where task efficiency is a concern, but
timing can also have a significant impact on interaction fluency. People gradually synchronize the
timing of communicative behaviors to interaction partners over time (Burgoon, Stern, & Dillman,
1995). Imbalances in the amount of time taken by each interaction partner lead to perceptions of
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power; for example, speaking quickly and over shorter durations than one’s partner can convey lower
dominance over the conversational floor. Altering the balance of control affects the decisions that
people make in a social situation, which can then affect the outcome of a task.
In this work, we assume that HRI systems that control robots achieve appropriate semantics and
perform actions in the correct order. That is, robots can be programmed to make sequential plans
and select the correct response in a dialogue. In addition to this, we would like for robots to be
able to manage how they time their actions. Usually, the default timing for completing an action
is “immediately.” For the reasons listed previously, though, this may not always be the appropriate
decision. Managing timing means having an understanding of the impact that timing changes can
have on interactions, as well as having a control system that enables the manipulation of timing
changes with enough flexibility.
In this paper, we describe a system that is intended for the control and analysis of timing in mul-
timodal reciprocal interactions. Reciprocal describes the robot’s human-centered social tendency,
including motivation to engage users and maintain balanced turn-taking behaviors. Multimodal
describes the nature of social actions, which leverage the multiple channels of speech, gaze, ges-
ture, and other instrumental body motions to perform an intricate dance with the interaction partner.
Turn-taking is a phenomenon that arises in the presence of bottlenecking resources, such as shared
physical space or the speaking floor. When humans engage in multimodal reciprocal behavior, the
result is fluent and seamless turn-taking of shared resources. Our system architecture is based on the
timed Petri net (TPN), which provides a formal semantics well suited for the type of control needed
for multimodal reciprocal interactions, including turn-taking. Section 3 provides an overview of the
system.
As one would expect, a system that attempts to do of all this is can be complex. When such
a system needs to scale to incorporate novel behaviors or additional modules, it can be difficult to
evaluate how various factors and their combinations contribute to overall interaction dynamics. We
thus leverage TPN simulation in order to provide such factored characterizations of the system. In
Section 5.4, we describe how TPN simulation can be used as a technique to analyze HRI systems
dynamics.
To demonstrate the benefits of our system in more detail, we also conduct a focused study of the
effects of a particular system extension, action interruptions, on turn-taking dynamics. We describe
the semantics and implementation of such action interruptions in Section 4. We describe our evalu-
ation methodologies for the extension in Section 5, which include a traditional between-groups user
study with 16 human subjects and a simulation experiment with 200 simulated users. By analyzing
the simulation data in conjunction with the user study data, we discuss in Section 6 how we are
able to achieve better understanding of the effect of action interruptions on system and interaction
dynamics.
2. Related Work
This work continues a growing body of research on engagement and turn-taking. Early work on de-
veloping architectures to manage this problem considers how nonverbal cues used by virtual agents
on a screen can affect perception of lifelikeness (Cassell & Thorisson, 1999). More recent work
on engagement with virtual agents uses more elaborate turn-taking models and supports multiparty
conversation (Bohus & Horvitz, 2010). Research in spoken dialog systems also attempts to control
the timing of turn-taking over the single modality of speech (Raux & Eskenazi, 2009). Although
some results on cue usage in unembodied systems can generalize to robots, the timing of controlling
actions on embodied machines differs substantially from that of virtual systems. Robots require
time to move through physical space, and additionally, they must negotiate resources such as shared
space and objects through turn-taking with human collaborators. Such bottlenecks arising due to
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embodiment are not an issue in virtual agent communication.
In robotics, there has been study of how speaker-listener roles can be strongly shaped by con-
trolling the single modality of eye gaze (Mutlu, Shiwa, Ishiguro, & Hagita, 2009). There has also
been related work on conversational engagement. Rich et al. introduced the concept of detecting
connection events, which are interaction patterns found in analysis of human data (Rich, Ponsler,
Holroyd, & Sidner, 2010). Holroyd et al. subsequently showed how a robot could generate these
to maintain engagement (A. Holroyd, Rich, Sidner, & Ponsler, 2011). Engagement and floor ex-
change are very relevant topics to the timing of turn-taking. Our system builds on prior work on
conversational engagement and single-modality turn-taking by creating a framework that supports
turn-taking in combinations of arbitrary modalities.
Our own investigations in turn-taking focus on modeling the relationship between timing and
context, which serve as motivation for the novel system and analyses presented in this paper. In
our previous Wizard of Oz data collection study (Chao, Lee, Begum, & Thomaz, 2011), participants
played the imitation game “Simon says” with our humanoid robot Simon. From analysis of this data,
we defined a principle of minimum necessary information (MNI) that describes how information that
is redundant across multiple modalities affects human response times. That is, the end of the MNI
is a critical reference point for analyzing response timing. This idea led us to specify an interface
based on information flow between turn-taking and context models, and also to present a preliminary
implementation of action interruptions based on MNI by extending a finite state machine (Thomaz
& Chao, 2011).
We continue the previous work here through a new system based on timed Petri nets described
in Section 3, a more developed interruption representation in Section 4, and an extensive evaluation
in Section 5. Our architecture represents an ongoing effort to encode human turn-taking principles
into a robot control system. As more rules get incorporated into the system, the system becomes
increasingly complex. As we continue to develop the architecture described in Section 3, we strive
to model and implement turn-taking in ways that are natural to understand and analyze, and thus
scale well to additional rules.
The domain of inquiry described in Section 5.1 concerns a collaborative manipulation task,
which we believe is interesting because task efficiency can be a metric for fluency. This metric has
been used in previous research on human-robot teamwork, although the collaborative approaches
can be diverse. Hoffman and Breazeal have used Bratman’s notion of shared cooperative activity
(Bratman, 1992) to develop a system that meshes human and robot subplans (Hoffman & Breazeal,
2004). This strategy is the most similar to our robot’s planner for this domain. But there are other
ways that robots can collaborate with humans. One system enabled a robot to play an assistive role
by handing construction pieces over based on the human’s eye gaze (Sakita, Ogawara, Murakami,
Kawamura, & Ikeuchi, 2004). In this context, the robot is subservient to the human’s intentions. In
contrast, the Chaski system is a task-level executive scheduler that assigns actions to both the human
and the robot by minimizing idle time (Shah, Wiken, Williams, & Breazeal, 2011). Schedulers
are excellent for generating theoretically optimal plans, but a potential drawback is that reducing
human control over forming task plans can lead to poorer mental models, engagement, and execution
fluency.
In the larger scheme of reciprocal interactions, we hope to encapsulate fluency in ways that
are not tied to particular domains, such as the completion time of a particular task. There is some
previous robotics research that attempts to address timing and pacing of interactions outside of task
contexts. One example is work on the Keepon robot that uses the idea of rhythmic synchrony in
interactions with children (Kozima, Michalowski, & Nakagawa, 2009). Another is a percussionist
robot that takes turns with human musicians during improvisation (Weinberg & Blosser, 2009).
Turn-taking has also been investigated as an emergent phenomenon with a drumming robot (Kose-
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Bagci, Dautenhan, & Nehaniv, 2008). All of these robots still interact in a musical context, in which
musical rhythms provide high amounts of structure for the interaction. This prior work also does not
seek to provide any evaluation or metrics for interaction dynamics, one of the goals of our research.
3. System Description
This section describes our techniques for modeling and control of multimodal turn-taking interac-
tions using a timed Petri net. The literature on Petri nets is highly diverse and includes many variants,
each with their own approaches to typing and timing. Petri nets have historically been used for mod-
eling, but have not been as commonly used for control. Previous work on robot control using Petri
nets include applications in assembly (Zhang, 1989) and manufacturing (Cao & Anderson, 1993).
More recently, they have been used as supervisors for multi-robot control in a robot soccer domain
(Barrett, 2010; Lacerda & Lima, 2011). The engagement behavior generator of (A. G. Holroyd,
2011) also makes use of Petri nets, but with a different approach; Holroyd’s Petri nets are dynami-
cally generated and executed for the realization of Behavior Markup Language (BML), rather than
serving as a persistent control system.
The formalism we detail here integrates various Petri net modeling techniques that specifically
support the control of multimodal reciprocal human-robot interactions. We find that Petri nets, and
specifically TPNs, are an intuitive and elegant representation for developing autonomous controllers
for HRI turn-taking scenarios. In the remainder of this section we describe the formalism and its
application to turn-taking control.
3.1 Discrete Events
There are various ways to represent the types of discrete events that occur in a multimodal dialogue.
From a transcript logged from system execution, one can produce a bar visualization depicting
the alignment of the events. This format can be helpful for annotating, in conjunction with data
playback, and could look something like Figure 1.
In the figure, the beginning and end of each segment represents a discrete event that is important
to the interaction — that is, a state change that potentially affects a system decision. Hence, what
we are concerned with is the specification of a Discrete Event Dynamic System (DEDS), which
describes the potentially concurrent or asynchronous alignments of important event chains through-
out a system execution. A DEDS can be expressed as a Petri net, which provides a useful set of
semantics shared for both control and analysis. A more detailed review of Petri nets can be found in
(Murata, 1989).











Figure 1. An example of event alignment for a multimodal interaction.
A Petri net, also called a Place/Transition (P/T) net, is a bipartite multigraph comprising four
types of primitives: places, transitions, directed arcs, and tokens. Control is transferred through the
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movement of tokens throughout the graph. In general, a Petri net is formally defined as a 5-tuple
N = (P, T, I,O,M0), where:
• P = {p1, p2, ..., px} is a finite set of places,
• T = {t1, t2, ..., ty} is a finite set of transitions, where P ∪ T 6= ∅ and P ∩ T = ∅,
• I : P × T is the input function directing incoming arcs to transitions from places,
• O : T × P is the output function directing outgoing arcs from transitions to places, and
• M0 is an initial marking.
Places contain a nonnegative integer number of tokens, which can represent any kind of resource.
This could be a queue of parameters to be processed, a discrete variable, or a shared tool. In general,
the state of a Petri net is implicitly represented through the marking M : P → N, the number of
tokens in each place. In our system, tokens are typed objects mapped onto a value; this variant is
sometimes referred to as a colored Petri net. Figure 2 shows examples of tokens having the types of
Animation, SpeechAct, and Vec3.
In addition to the above general Petri net semantics, the firing mechanics for our system are as
follows:
• A token (k : σ)→ (v : σ) is parametrized by type σ and has value v of that type.
• A place (p : σ) = {k1 : σ, k2 : σ, ..., kz : σ} is parametrized by type σ, and contains a list of
same-typed tokens.
• A transition t = {G(I),F(M, I,O)} is controlled by a guard function G(I) and a firing
function F(M, I,O).
• A guard function G(I) → {0, 1} is an indicator function describing the logic for enabling
transition t as a function of the inputs of t. An enabled transition executes the firing function
until the transition is no longer enabled.
• A firing functionF(M, I,O)→M ′ takes as input the current graph markingM and produces
new marking M ′ by removing tokens from the inputs of t and assigning tokens to any of its
outputs, following type rules. The transition is considered to fire whenever a new marking is
produced.
Typical guard functions in the system are AND-logic and OR-logic expressions, but any boolean
expression is possible. Our system also uses the common addition of inhibitor input arcs, which
allow places with tokens to prevent transitions from enabling.
Petri nets support a natural visualization system for graph primitives. Places are drawn as circles,
transitions as rectangles, directed arcs as arrows, and tokens as small filled circles inside of places.
Inhibitor arcs are drawn with a circular endpoint. Examples of this visual scheme can be seen in
Figures 2, 4, 7, and 9.
3.2 Timing
Timing control and analysis is made possible with the following additional components. For a more
extensive overview of the different kinds of TPNs, see (Wang, 1998).
• The system clock C(i, τ)→ τ ′ determines how the current time τ updates to the new time τ ′
at each cycle i.
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• A transition t += {δe(), δf (I)} is additionally associated with an enabling delay function and
a firing delay function.
• An enabling delay function δe()→ de calculates the delay de before the transition is enabled
from the time that the guard function evaluates to true.
• A firing delay function δf (I) → df calculates the expected delay df after the time when the
transition is enabled but before the transition fires.
The clock module determines the rate at which the system is executed, the needs of which
may vary depending on the application. A clock that updates τ faster than real-time is useful for
simulations. The delay functions in our system are varied in structure and include immediate timers,
deterministic timers, and stochastic timers (e.g. following a Gaussian distribution). An example
application of injecting a timer into a control sequence is waiting in a system state for a certain
duration before proceeding. In the Towers of Hanoi domain, there is a 1-second delay between a
plan bottleneck and a robot verbal request, to allow the human a window of opportunity to take
action before being bothered by the robot.
Timing history is tracked in a distributed manner in our system by associating histories of timing
intervals [τα, τβ) with certain graph primitives, defined as follows:
• For a place p, τα is recorded when |p|i = 0 → |p|i+1 > 0, and τβ is recorded when |p|i >
0→ |p|i+1 = 0. These intervals are segments of time during which the place owns tokens.
• For a transition t, τα is recorded when G(I)i = 0 → G(I)i+1 = 1, and τβ is recorded when
G(I)i = 1→ G(I)i+1 = 0. These intervals are segments of time during which the transition
is enabled (and thus executing the firing function).
• For a token k, given that k ∈ pi at cycle i, τα and τβ are recorded when pi 6= pi+1. Tokens
can be owned by nil. These intervals are segments of time describing how long the token has
been owned by any given place.
Such historical data can be useful for making certain turn-taking decisions. For example, one can
decide whether to act based on the amount of time spent acting previously; this is used to simulate the
user parameter of initiative, described in Section 5.4. Although decisions based on timing history are
non-Markovian and can be difficult to analyze closed-form using currently available mathematical
techniques, simulation can be used to analyze systems of arbitrary complexity.
3.3 Application to Multimodal Reciprocal Interactions
Figure 2 depicts a simplified example of how multimodal state is represented in our system. The
tokens are numbered and labeled with their values. In our system visualization, we also show filled
and partially filled transition rectangles, which communicate firing delay expectations. In the ex-
ample, the robot is about three quarters of the way through executing a “wave” animation, has just
finished executing text-to-speech of the phrase “Hello,” and is about to start looking at the human
partner.
Figure 3 depicts the base set of dependencies between all such modules in our system, which
are implemented as Petri net subgraphs. The edges in the diagram indicate that modules interface
by connecting Petri net primitives. When the graph is extended to support new domains, additional
dependencies between modules may be introduced. The context model needs to be instantiated on a
per-domain basis, as it selects semantic actions to be handled by the behavioral layer; these actions
are timed by the turn-taking module. Our approach to this division within the interactional layer is
further described in (Thomaz & Chao, 2011). We emphasize that the loosely denoted layers do not
imply an strict order of execution, as a Petri net represents a distributed event system.
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Figure 3. Dependencies of modules within our system.
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4. System Extension: Action Interruptions
In this section, we describe what we hypothesize is one fundamental skill for robots to interact
fluently with humans: the ability to interrupt temporally extended actions at arbitrary times. We
motivate this design principle in Section 4.1 and describe its implementation details for our system
in Section 4.2 utilizing the formalism introduced in Section 3. Sections 5 and 6 then focus on
evaluating this addition.
4.1 Motivation
One contributor to fluency in humans is the equalized management of shared resources during coop-
eration — a distinct characteristic of human social activity (Warneken, Lohse, Melis, & Tomasello,
2011). When two humans share a bowl of popcorn or hold doors open for each other, they engage
in seamless turn-taking of shared spaces. The conversational “floor” is another important shared
resource. When humans converse to exchange information, they yield the floor when appropriate
(Schegloff, 2000; Duncan, 1974). In the presence of shared resources, this continuous give-and-take
process is necessary to balance control between two partners and thus maximize their contributions
to the joint activity.
We believe that robots can achieve higher interaction fluency by using an action execution
scheme that dynamically yields shared resources and control to humans in order to maintain effi-
cient and reciprocal turn-taking. Humans should be able to exert fine-grained control over robots
with the same kinds of subtle mechanisms used to influence other humans. On an extreme level,
humans do have ultimate authority over robots through the emergency-stop button, but such coarse
levels of control are not helpful for accomplishing cooperative tasks.
Here, we investigate how a robot can effectively yield control of two specific resources — the
speaking floor and shared space — in the form of speech and manipulation action interruptions. We
hypothesize that managing shared resources in this way leads to improved interaction balance and
thus better task performance.
4.2 Implementation
4.2.1 Action Atomicity in Reciprocal Interaction Traditionally in HRI scenarios, basic-level ac-
tions such as gestures, gaze directions, and speech commands are triggered in response to stimuli
and then executed to completion. For example, detecting a human reactively produces an action —
an emblematic gesture of “wave,” or a text-to-speech greeting such as “Hello, how are you?” One
limitation of always completing communicative acts, as we discovered in previous work (Chao et
al., 2011), is that it potentially adds superfluous bottlenecks to the interaction. It is also misleading
regarding the internal state of the robot. Continuing to speak when the message is already across
implies that the speaker believes the listener has not received the message.
Other systems have endeavored to address this topic. The work in (Raux & Eskenazi, 2009) and
(Nakano et al., 2005) are examples of dialogue systems in which speech interruptions in particular
are supported. Interruption has also been addressed more indirectly through an approach of behavior
switching (Kanda, Ishiguro, Imai, & Ono, 2004). We believe that interruption should be explicitly
handled as its own intention (“stop this” rather than “react to something higher-priority”). In our
implementation, we also support interruptions through multiple modalities of behavior. And our
model is expressed formally in order to control complex system states precisely and facilitate further
analysis. Often in ad hoc behavior-switching architectures, the modules interact in unpredictable
ways that lead to “emergent” behavior that is difficult to understand or recreate.
The general idea is that an action should be divided into key stages. An atomic action should not
be to “wave,” but instead to “start waving,” “keep waving,” and “stop waving” at arbitrary points in
time depending on the task context. You might continue waving at a friend across the street until he
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catches your eye, after which you can stop immediately, because the necessary information has most
likely been transmitted. This shift in action atomicity seems necessary to achieve fluency. Existing
interactions with robots do not break down constantly, as some amount of fluency emerges naturally
from simple reactive behaviors (Kose-Bagci et al., 2008), but they require a human to adapt his
timing to the robot and back off when needed. Because the robot’s behavior is not reciprocal, the
robot tends to dominate control of interaction timing. This may be acceptable in certain situations,
but should occur purposefully within a larger process of joint intentionality, not as an accidental side
effect of the robot’s action formulation.
intention start
started finish finished
no intention interrupt interrupted
(a) An example template for a fluent action.
should speak
speech desired





(b) A speech process reflecting the structure of the template.
Figure 4. Visualization of behavioral actions, which are subgraphs of the Petri net behavior system.
4.2.2 Template for Fluent Actions Figure 4(a) shows a generic template for a fluent action in
the form of a Petri net subgraph. A separate process decides whether the agent should have the
intention of performing the action; if so, it deposits a token in pintention and destroys the one in
pno−intention. This token triggers tstart, which deposits a token in pstarted. After the action has
started, if an external process deposits a token in pno−intention, this in combination with pstarted
triggers tinterrupt, which deposits a token in pinterrupted. From there, tfinish can trigger and deposit
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a token in pfinished. If the action is not interrupted, the action terminates normally through tfinish
without ever encountering the interrupt loop. External processes can attach transitions to pfinished
to read the token values, essentially subscribing to the message for the event finishing.
The action atomicity paradigm previously described is clearly manifested in this action template
through the three separate transitions of tstart, tinterrupt, and tfinish.
Figure 4(b) shows an example behavior in the system, the speech process. The subgraph is
similar in structure to the basic action template. One difference is the additional contextual parameter
of pspeech−desired describing the particular speech act to execute, which combines with the intention
of pshould−speak in order to trigger tspeak. Another is the presence of the additional variables of
pspeaking and p!speaking , which contrasts with the notion of a speech act that has started or finished
(because a speech act may contain pauses in speech between strings of utterances).
A goal of this line of research is to develop an inferential turn-taking model within our architec-
ture, which requires defining an interface between context models and generic interaction behavior
in terms of information flow. For example, a turn-taking model may decide whether the robot should
or should not speak in the speech process. If the robot has information to pass, it can produce that
utterance; otherwise, it can opt for a backchannel.
5. Evaluation Methodology
We demonstrate use of a TPN control scheme for turn-taking and the value of action interruptions.
We use a particular domain, a collaboration to solve the Towers of Hanoi, as described in Section
5.1. Our evaluation is performed within this domain through two means. One is a traditional user
study, the protocol for which is detailed in Section 5.3. The other is a simulation experiment made
possible by the TPN, described in Section 5.4, which we believe is an interesting contribution of the
TPN representation for HRI research.
5.1 Domain: Collaborative Towers of Hanoi
To explore human-robot collaboration while staying in the realm of our robot’s cognitive, perceptual,
and physical capabilities, we chose to start with the classical artificial intelligence problem of the
Towers of Hanoi. We intended for this abstract toy problem to be a metaphor for a collaborative
workplace scenario in which a robot and a human need to cooperate in order to accomplish a physical
goal, perhaps in a repetitive fashion, but while sharing certain resources such as tools and space.
The problem of the Towers of Hanoi is described by a set of three pegs and an ordered set of N
pieces, usually disks of increasing size. The goal is to move the entire set of pieces from one peg to
another by moving only one piece at a time. A piece cannot sit on any piece of lower ordinality than
itself. For achievable manipulation with the robot, we instead used a set of equally sized cups that
differed in color and relied on a color sequence to represent the ordering.
We modified the problem slightly to form a dyadic embodied collaboration. Each agent in the
dyad is permitted to pick up a single piece at a time. However, pieces do not teleport to pegs
instantaneously, as pick and place actions require time to execute in the real world. Thus, the state
space is a vector of length N in which each value represents the owner of the piece: either a peg
∈ {A,B,C} or an agent ∈ {H,R}. In this formulation, the human and the robot essentially serve
as extra pegs, each with a capacity of one piece.
The state space is a directed graph in which nodes are the states described above. Nodes are
connected with edges representing actions to pick up a piece or place an owned piece on a specific
peg, or verbal requests for the human to perform either of these actions. Figure 6 shows the first
four levels of reachability in the state space. A plan is determined using Dijkstra’s shortest path
algorithm on the state space graph. The robot replans the solution as needed whenever state changes
are detected.
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(b) Legal state in which the human is holding a piece.
Figure 5. Example state representations in collaborative Towers of Hanoi. A–C represent pegs, and H(uman)




BHAAACHAAARBAAA RCAAA ARAAABRAAACRAAA HBAAAAHAAA HCAAA
etc.
Figure 6. The first four levels of the collaborative Towers of Hanoi reachability graph for N = 5. Solid lines
indicate manipulation actions, and dashed lines represent requests for human actions.
Towers of Hanoi is used in cognitive psychology tasks and can already be difficult for humans
withN = 4 (Kovotsky, Hayes, & Simon, 1985). ForN = 5 in our modified collaborative Towers of
Hanoi, the solution is difficult for a human to see intuitively towards the beginning. About halfway
through, the solution becomes much clearer, and at this point most humans are able to see the action
sequence required to reach the goal.
5.2 Timed Petri Net Implementation of Domain
Figure 7 shows a system visualization of the implemented TPN for the Towers of Hanoi. A token in
pexperimental demarcates whether the robot should run tbackoff or not, which activates the behavior
for backing the robot’s arm away from the shared workspace. This runs only when there is also a
token in pconflict deposited by tdetectIntent, which is the perceptual process monitoring whether the
human’s hand has entered the shared workspace.
The transitions tact and tmove differ in that tmove describes physical movement, and tact de-
scribes the cognitive actions of processing the task state and selecting a task action to progress to-
wards the goal. The task action can be either a manipulation action (controlled by tmove) or a verbal
request to the human. The place pbottleneck gets filled when the task state reaches a point when the
robot is bottlenecking on the human performing a task action, at which point thandleBottleneck initi-
ates the control chain for a verbal request by interfacing with the speech process. When a human’s
action removes the bottleneck, tthank is run to thank the user using speech.
The places pmoving and pstill for robot motion and pspeaking and p!speaking for robot speech
are meta-indicators for robot state. Incoming transitions that fill these places can be thought of as
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Figure 7. The system visualization of the timed Petri net used to control the robot in the Towers of Hanoi
domain.
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listeners. That is, tdetectMotion does not control the robot to change the state of the external world;
it simply internally monitors the robot’s joints to determine if the robot is currently moving or not.
So thandleBottleneck synchronizes on pstill and pbottleneck before running, meaning that it waits for
a certain duration after the robot is no longer moving and after a bottleneck has existed for some
amount of time before generating a verbal request to the human.
5.3 User Study
We designed and conducted an experiment to evaluate the effects of action interruptions within the
system. The experiment was a between-groups study in which 16 participants collaborated with our
humanoid robot Simon to solve the Towers of Hanoi problem.
5.3.1 Robot Platform The robot used for this study was our lab’s upper-torso humanoid robot Si-
mon (Figure 8(a)). Simon has two 7-DOF arms, 4-DOF hands, and a socially expressive head and
neck. The arms and hands have compliant series-elastic actuators for safe operation alongside a
human. For the study, the robot manipulated objects using only its right arm. Arm reach configura-
tions were programmed on the robot to look natural using a kinesthetic learning from demonstration
method, and object picking and placing actions were accomplished using torque-controlled power
grasps and releases. Simon has two speakers near the base of the torso for communication through
text-to-speech. It also has two ears containing LED arrays that are used to convey attention to col-
ored objects.
5.3.2 Environment Setup In the experimental setup, the participant stands across from the robot.
The two are separated by a 34-inch square table that is covered by a black tablecloth (Figure 8).
The table has three pegs rigidly affixed to a black foam board, and the pegs are equidistant from the
positions of the human and the robot. The black foam board is designated as the shared workspace.
Five differently colored, equally sized plastic cups are used as the Towers of Hanoi pieces. A
stack of differently colored, differently sized blocks stands on a table behind Simon and serves as a
mnemonic to help the participant remember the color sequence and the goal configuration.
Perception of the Hanoi pieces is done using an overhead camera pointing at the table. Because
only the top piece is perceivable from this position, inferences about state need to be made based
on these observations. Important perceptual events are color changes at peg locations, which could
indicate any agent (the robot or the human) either removing a cup or placing a cup. Legal states
consistent with the visual data and with the robot’s intentions are preferred.
A structured light depth sensor, the Microsoft Kinect, is mounted on a tripod positioned adjacent
to the robot and facing the human. The Kinect is registered to the robot’s world coordinate frame,
and the Kinect SDK is used to detect and track the participant’s head and hand positions. This allows
the robot to gaze at the participant’s head pose, as well as to detect where participants’ hands are in
relation to the pegs. Specifically, the robot detects when the participants’ hands enter and leave the
shared workspace, as indicated by the region of the black foam board. When a human hand is in
the shared workspace, the nearest peg is assumed to be the target of the human’s next manipulation
action.
5.3.3 Experiment Conditions The study is a between-groups design containing two conditions.
The robot operated autonomously in both conditions:
• Interruption condition – In this condition, the robot interrupts its actions in response to the
human. When performing reaching actions towards a particular peg, if the human’s hand is
in the shared workspace and approaches the direction of that peg (as detected by the Kinect
skeleton tracker) then the robot interrupts its reach and switches its eye gaze to the human
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(a) Workspace from par-
ticipant perspective.
(b) Baseline condition. (c) Interruption condition.
Figure 8. Simon backs off from the shared space in the interruption condition but not in the baseline condition.
(Figure 8(c)). When performing speaking actions to request an action from the human, it
interrupts its speech if the human performs an action before the robot finishes speaking.
• Baseline condition – In this condition, the robot always runs reaching and speaking actions to
completion before proceeding (Figure 8(b)).
5.3.4 Protocol Participants in both conditions were given identical instructions. After the Towers
of Hanoi task was explained, participants were told that they were going to solve it collaboratively
with Simon. They were instructed to use only one arm and to move only one piece at a time. They
were encouraged to try to solve and execute the task quickly and in a parallel fashion with the robot.
They were told that the robot might ask them to do some actions, but they did not have to listen
to him, since the robot’s world state could be prone to perceptual errors. They were also told that
if Simon made any manipulation errors (e.g. failed to release a cup properly over a peg), that they
should simply pick up the dropped cup and restore the state to a legal configuration.
Execution of the collaborative task lasted roughly five minutes per participant, and video was
taken of the participants with their consent. Timestamped data of task start, completion, and state
changes were logged throughout the interactions (and later confirmed or corrected through video
analysis). After interacting with Simon, participants completed a survey containing the following
questions:
1. On a scale from 1-100, how much did you contribute towards mentally solving the puzzle?
(50 means both contributed equally)
2. On a scale from 1-100, how much did you contribute towards physically solving the puzzle?
(50 means both contributed equally)
3. Please rate the following statements about the task. (1 = strongly disagree, 7 = strongly agree)
(a) The task would be difficult for me to complete alone.
(b) The task would be difficult for Simon to complete alone.
(c) The task was difficult for us to complete together.
(d) My performance was important for completing the task.
(e) Simon’s performance was important for completing the task.
4. Please rate the following statements about the interaction with Simon. (1 = strongly disagree,
7 = strongly agree)
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(a) Simon was responsive to my actions.
(b) Simon was team-oriented.
(c) I trusted Simon’s decisions.
(d) I had influence on Simon’s behavior.
(e) Simon had influence on my behavior.
(f) I had to spend time waiting for Simon.
(g) Simon had to spend time waiting for me.
(h) We were efficient in completing the task.
(i) The interaction pace felt natural.
(j) There were awkward moments in the interaction.
5. (Open-ended) Please provide a critical review of Simon as a team member. Imagine that
Simon is being evaluated at a workplace.
5.4 Simulation Experiment
With the same TPN system used to the control the robot in the experiment described in Section 5.3,
we developed a simulation experiment to investigate the effects of user tendencies on the system
dynamics. This experiment was conducted after a preliminary analysis of the results from the user
study, as we believe it is important for simulations to be grounded in real user behavior. Qualitative
observations of participants during the study pointed to certain factors being important to the task
outcome. In particular, we observed that participants strategized differently about how to approach
the problem. Certain participants made frequent, seemingly exploratory actions, sometimes undoing
their most recent action or holding on to a piece at a peg while scratching their chins. Others were
content to stand back and wait for the robot to tell them exactly what to do. In addition, participants
tended to move faster than the robot, but most were worse than the robot at planning, especially at
the beginning of the interaction.
Based on these observations, we developed a simulated user as a Petri net subgraph connected
to the robot control graph. The simulated user subgraph includes the following components, as
depicted in Figure 9:
• P = {pacting, pidle, pcomply}, where pacting indicates a move has started, pidle indicates that
a move has finished, and pcomply indicates that a robot’s request should be complied with.
When pacting has tokens, the human hand is detected as being near the peg of the selected
move.
• T = {tstart, tfinish, tcomply}, where tstart selects and starts a move, tfinish ends a move,
and tcomply decides whether to comply with a robot’s request.
• I = {pacting → tfinish, pcomply → tstart, pacting → tstart, pSpeech → tcomply}, where
pSpeech is a place in the robot graph indicating that robot speech has started.
• O = {tstart → pacting, tfinish → pidle, tcomply → pcomply}.
We varied the simulated user’s behavior along the following dimensions:
• Speed – the amount of time taken by the user per move (1–6 seconds). This controlled δf for
tfinish, the time that tokens spent in pacting before tfinish fired.
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Figure 9. The simulated user behavior.
• Initiative – percentage of the time the user spends performing task actions in the shared space
(0–50%). The transition tstart triggered when the following expression exceeded the initiative





• Compliance – probability of the user complying with a robot’s verbal request by performing
the requested action (0–1), used in the control of tcomply.
• Correctness – probability of the user picking moves that are closer to the goal rather than
randomly from the legal options (0.5–1), used in the control of tstart.
The experiment included 200 interaction runs, 100 each per experimental condition described
in Section 5.3.3. Each run was produced by sampling parameter values uniformly at random from
the specified ranges. The Petri net was run using a clock at 10x speed; that is, all actions were
correspondingly sped up, including the robot motion, rate of text-to-speech, wait times, etc. The full
experiment took approximately 6.4 hours to run (64 interaction hours). We terminated any given
user run after 30 interaction minutes, even if it was not yet finished; this could occur as a result of
poor strategies, timing, or deadlocking.
This experiment has two metrics of interest:
• Execution duration – the total time taken to complete the task.
• Task balance – the percentage of the final plan (action sequence) contributed by the human as
opposed to the robot.
6. Results and Discussion
The results from the user study and simulation experiment are reported here. Our hypothesis was
that action interruptions would increase interaction fluency by improving the balance of control
between the robot and the human. That is, by relinquishing control to the human appropriately, the
robot could allow the human to make better contributions to the task. We hypothesized that such a
shift in balance would improve overall task performance, which should be observed as shorter task
execution times. Additionally, we expected people to have a more positive perception of the robot
and of the interaction in the interruption condition.
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6.1 User Study Analysis
Results from the user study indicated that action interruptions resulted in reduced task execution
time, perception of increased human contribution, and perception of fewer awkward moments in the
interaction.
6.1.1 Task Efficiency The human-robot teams took significantly less time to complete the task in
the interruption condition when participants had more control of the workspace (M = 3.43 minutes,
SD = 0.69), as compared to baseline (M = 4.56 minutes, SD = 1.55), t(7) = −1.9, p < .05.
Although the robot’s planner attempted to minimize the number of moves, the goal was to optimize
completion time, and humans were faster at executing actions but cognitively could not see many
moves ahead.
There was no significant difference in plan length across the conditions, but the robot contributed
significantly fewer moves in the interruption condition (M = 8.75, SD = 1.71) compared to the
baseline (M = 13.25, SD = 4.47), t(7) = −2.81, p = .01. This led to a marginally significant
differences in the ratio of human moves to robot moves (interruption: M = 1.79, SD = 0.87;
baseline: M = 1.19, SD = 0.31, t(7) = −1.79, p = .06). These show the human’s increased
control when the robot used fluent actions.
There were also significantly fewer robot verbal requests in the interruption condition (M = 3.5,
SD = 1.58) than in the baseline (M = 7.25, SD = 2.54), t(7) = −4.02, p < .01. Since there was
no significant difference in human compliance to requests and compliance was high overall (94%),
the robot contributed even more of the solution in the baseline through these requests.
6.1.2 Perception of Contribution Two survey questions concern the relative contribution of each
team member to the success of the task. The relative contributions are parametrized along two
dimensions: mental and physical. The mental contribution pertains to the algorithmic solution to
the problem, and physical contribution pertains to the execution of it. For each dimension, we
categorized people’s numerical (1–100) responses about their own contributions as equal to (= 50),
more than (> 50), or less than (< 50) that of the robot.
The distributions across conditions for relative physical contributions were the same; participants
were well aware of their superior manipulation capabilities and movement speed compared to the
robot. However, participants in the interruption condition were statistically more likely to state that
their mental contribution was equal to or higher than the robot’s compared to the baseline condition,
χ2(2, N = 8) = 6.17, p = .05. This agrees with a result from our previous work, in which more
submissive robot behavior results in better mental models for the human (Cakmak, Chao, & Thomaz,
2010).
In the baseline condition, the robot’s increased tendency to monopolize the space above the pegs
could have given the impression of always knowing what to do next. Although this was true to
some extent, the robot’s world state was still subject to perceptual errors, and the robot’s plan did
not take into account differing speeds of manipulation, so more human intervention would often
have been beneficial. In addition, the yielding behavior may have communicated willingness to
consider the human’s strategy, making users more open to taking initiative. One participant in the
baseline condition declared that the robot was “a soloist” and “should be more of a team player.”
Another observed, “Simon was solving it so well... it did not feel like teamwork.” In the interruption
condition, the robot’s backing off from the shared space allowed the human to exert control over the
plan being used to reach the goal. One participant said, “I helped guide him to the solution to the
puzzle quickly,” asserting his belief of who was in charge.
6.1.3 Interaction Fluency One of the questions asked participants to rate their agreement or dis-
agreement, on a 7-point Likert scale, with the following statement: “There were awkward moments
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in the interaction.” Although the notion of awkwardness may be difficult to quantify, we posed the
question because we thought it would be intuitive for humans to answer. People in the interruption
condition were less likely to agree that there were awkward moments in the interaction (M = 3.75,
SD = 1.71) as compared with participants in the baseline condition (M = 5.50, SD = 1.71),
t(7) = 2.64, p = .03.
We interpret this result as indicating a higher degree of interaction fluency in the interruption
condition. Interruptible actions increased the impression of a reciprocal interaction, in which trans-
parent intentions modulated behavior in both directions. A participant in the interruption condition
commented: “Simon... allowed me to make moves when I wanted while at the same time being
decisive when he saw that I was pausing. He is an extremely good team member.”
6.2 Simulation Analysis
To analyze the simulation results, we ran ANOVA for the five factors described in Section 5.4 to
characterize the impact of and interaction between factors for the observed variables of execution
duration and task balance. The experimental condition was treated as a categorical variable (pres-
ence or absence of interruptions), and the others as continuous variables. These results are reported
in Table 1. There were significant main effects for the manipulation of speed, initiative, and cor-
rectness for the simulated user. This implies that purely from the system standpoint, these human
factors are observably important in determining task success and relative task contribution. Com-
pliance with the robot’s requests does not appear to have a significant effect. And although one
might be inclined to assume that action interruptions should automatically improve task completion
time by spending less time on unnecessary actions in general, the experimental condition (using
interruptible actions) alone does not seem to have a significant effect, although there is a marginally
significant interaction between the presence of interrupts and the initiative of the user (p = .05).
Table 1: ANOVA for simulation experiment results on the factors of condition, speed, initiative, compliance,
and correctness. Execution duration describes the total time taken to complete the task, and task balance
describes the percentage of the final plan (action sequence) contributed by the human as opposed to the robot.
Factor Execution Duration Task Balance
Condition F (1, 199) = 0.67, p = .41 F (1, 199) = 0.65, p = .42
Speed F (1, 199) = 23.12, p < .0001 F (1, 199) = 25.05, p < .0001
Inititative F (1, 199) = 17.85, p < .0001 F (1, 199) = 11.15, p < .01
Compliance F (1, 199) = 0.09, p = .77 F (1, 199) = 0.1, p = .76
Correctness F (1, 199) = 6.36, p = .01 F (1, 199) = 11.02, p < .01
Cond × Speed F (1, 199) = 0.96, p = .33 F (1, 199) = 0.01, p = .91
Cond × Init F (1, 199) = 3.61, p = .05 F (1, 199) = 0.16, p = .69
Cond × Comp F (1, 199) = 0.11, p = .75 F (1, 199) = 0.32, p = .57
Cond × Corr F (1, 199) = 0.06, p = .80 F (1, 199) = 0.48, p = .49
Speed × Init F (1, 199) = 12.8, p < .001 F (1, 199) = 22.98, p < .0001
Speed × Comp F (1, 199) = 0, p = .96 F (1, 199) = 1.21, p = .27
Speed × Corr F (1, 199) = 10.7, p < .001 F (1, 199) = 8.71, p < .01
Init × Comp F (1, 199) = 0, p = .98 F (1, 199) = 0.08, p = .78
Init × Corr F (1, 199) = 35.68, p < .0001 F (1, 199) = 12.99, p < 0.001
Comp × Corr F (1, 199) = 0.04, p = .85 F (1, 199) = 0.17, p = .68
These simulation results only tell the story of the dynamics of the system. What they do not
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indicate is the actual tendencies of real users. It still remains to be seen whether the uniformly dis-
tributed parameter space in the simulation experiment at all accurately represents a random selection
of users in the real world. In addition, the essential question is whether the condition manipulation
induces different behavior in users, resulting in differing distribution of such parameters across the
groups.
To answer this, it is necessary to characterize the parameters of the study participants in same
format as the simulation experiment. The amount of time participants spent performing actions in
the shared space was annotated by two coders, including one of the authors. This was annotated
as segments of time during which a given participant performed manipulation in the workspace.
The intercoder agreement was 93.5%, describing the percentage of time that the annotation matched
between the coders (between manipulating or not manipulating). The sum of times spent over these
segments divided by the total task time yielded the initiative parameter; the average of this value was
taken between the two coders. To determine the average time taken per action (speed), the number
of actions per segment was also annotated with discussion between coders to resolve differences.
Correctness was determined by whether the resulting game state of each human action was closer
to the goal than the preceding state; the sum of closer actions was divided by the number of human
actions. Compliance was determined by whether the next action taken by the human after a robot
verbal request was the requested action, divided by the number of requests.
The resulting parameter values are shown in Table 2, and a comparison of the parameters tested
in simulation and the parameters of the human participants is visualized in Figure 10. As can be seen
from the figure, the parameters of participants from the user study were well within the span of values
tested in simulation. As shown in Table 2, speed, compliance, and correctness did not differ across
the groups, but initiative differed significantly. On average, subjects in the interruption condition
spent 50% more of the total task time performing actions as compared to the baseline condition. We
thus conclude that the presence of action interruptions leads users to take more initiative in the task,
leading to the observed increase in task efficiency and improved balance of control.
Table 2: Shown are the speed, initiative, compliance, and correctness for the participants in the user study
across the two conditions. The parameter values were determined from logs and video coding
Parameter Baseline Interruption Significance
Speed (secs) 1.6 (0.2) 2.0 (0.4) t(7) = −1.32, p = .11
Initiative (%) 10.8 (2.2) 16.2 (6.9) t(7) = −1.96, p < .05*
Compliance (%) 96.9 (8.3) 90.1 (21.8) t(7) = −0.79, p = .23
Correctness (%) 71.1 (16.1) 79.5 (15.6) t(7) = −0.50, p = .32
6.3 Generalizability of Results
In this domain, we have demonstrated an example of how our system simulation can augment the
analysis of a user study. An obvious caveat with all simulation work is that assumptions made in
simulation may not generalize well to interactions with human participants in the real world. All
of human behavior cannot be summarized in a handful of parameters, and the parametrizations can
be oversimplifying. There is also always the question of whether it is worth channeling effort into
developing more accurate user models when user studies are needed anyway.
However, we do believe that iterative analysis of user data and simulation data can provide more
perspective into how certain results were attained. The ability to run large quantities of simulations
in much less time than would be needed for user studies is a powerful tool for developing and un-
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Figure 10. Comparison of user parameters between those sampled in the simulation experiment and those
from human participants in the user study.
derstanding the robot system. It also allows for broader coverage of parameters that may occur less
commonly in the recruited user populations, which can be useful for stress-testing or finding corner
cases. Because human-robot interactions are so complex in state and timing, they tend to be difficult
to pigeonhole into closed-form mathematical techniques. We think that system characterizations
through simulation can offer a scalable way to understand fluency in the face of such complexity.
In this work, we have shown the ease with which a TPN framework allows such simulation experi-
ments.
Another issue concerns the generalizability of our specific domain to other collaboration scenar-
ios. One could argue that the inability of the robot to optimize for time rather than plan length was
a failure of foresight and programming. In addition, the robot was slower and less dexterous than
the human, which may not generalize to tasks where the opposite is true; in those cases, could the
human’s increased control be detrimental? It certainly should not be assumed that our outcome of
reduced execution time universally generalizes to future tasks. However, the simulation technique
allows for the rapid analysis of any adjusted dynamics. For example, if it became possible for the
robot to move faster than the human, then the experiment could be quickly rerun after modifying the
controller. In addition, any preprogrammed optimization ability of the robot may not optimize the
human’s goals at a particular moment. Humans adapt easily to fluctuating goals, and allowing robots
to be able to yield appropriately results in spontaneous flexibility of the dyadic system, providing
users greater control over this adaptive optimization process.
7. Conclusion
Our research focuses on developing robot behavior that improves fluency in multimodal recipro-
cal interactions. Toward this end, we developed a system for the control and analysis of timing in
turn-taking interactions based on a timed Petri net representation. We described the semantics of
our system and used it to implement a human-robot collaboration scenario based on the Towers of
Hanoi. We hypothesized that action interruptions would contribute to fluency in reciprocal interac-
tions, so we developed a fluent action template that we used as the basis for developing speech and
manipulation behaviors. To examine the role of interruptions, we used a novel evaluation mecha-
nism combining two types of experiments. We ran a user study with 16 participants in which the
robot was autonomously controlled by our system, and we ran a simulation experiment that simu-
lated 200 such users parametrized by the factors of speed, initiative, compliance, and correctness.
Our analysis of results from both experiments showed that our implemented action interruptions
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increased task efficiency primarily through a mechanism of increasing the initiative of the human
partner. This resulted in the perception of improved interaction balance, which subsequently led to
a reduction in time needed to complete the task.
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